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About
Do you have a desire to improve your online video
presence? If yes, you’re not alone.
Carla Johnson of Carli Media and I have been
discussing the growing need for the quality of online
videos being improved as it becomes the “new
normal” for meetings, conferences, education,
presentations, interviews, etc.
The result of our conversations with each other and
our Clients is the publication of this e-book which looks
at set-up, your appearance, video composition,
lighting, audio, etc. Nothing we share here is novel
except that you can find consolidated information in
here to communicate more clearly and confidently
plus it’s FREE!

This tip-book is a simple brief based on years of
experience from 2013 to help you get your online
video presence to the next level of excellence.
If you wish to contact us to get more professional
advice, kindly contact me directly
Paul Christopher Teelucksingh
✤ Paul Christopher Teelucksingh
✤ Creative Director & EDGE Coach
✤ 8686204847
✤ Email: info@walkonwaterphotography.com
✤ Web: Walk_On_Water PhOtOgraphy
✤ FB: Walk_On_Water PhOtOgraphy
✤ IG: @WalkOnWaterPhOtOgraphy
✤ YouTube: WOWStudiOsVideOs
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About
Paul Christopher Teelucksingh started out
as an artist drawing and painting since he
was a toddler and having won several
awards and honourable mentions at a
young he progressively developed his
artistic eye and skills throughout the years.
Christopher has brought that artistic eye in
photography and also video and is known
for his compositions especially with regards
to colouring and lighting techniques.
Christopher has photographed both local
and foreign personalities and has been
featured in Trinidad & Tobago Newspapers
and magazines as well as been
interviewed by Khadija Glasgow for the TV
show Open Book.

Christopher has served clients from
Trinidad & Tobago, the United Kingdom
and the United States and was once a
member of Fearless Photographers serving
beautiful Barbados under the name of
“Paul Christopher”as well as other
destinations within the Caribbean. He has
also co-produced several video
productions for both television and
internet.
Being a perfectionist as well as an artist, he
is known to be "creatively adventurous" as
he is
found occasionally climbing trees, lying in
the grass and submerged in the water
just to get the right shot.
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Intro
Most people who are starting creating videos for the purpose of online meetings, vlogs,
presentations, interviews, etc will use their smartphone, tablet, laptop devices before
investing in a camera designed specifically for videography use and nothing is wrong
with that. In fact, the best camera that you can use is the one you already have.
What we’re going to do is look at some simple ways to take the device you own and
use that with some basic items at your home or office to enhance your videos. It’s going
to take some effort and practice but the steps are quite simple.
Let’s get started.
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1. Setting Up
a) Find and prepare a space you can use that is free from all possible interruptions.
b) Confirm that your device’s camera and audio are both working. Test with a
video call to a friend or relative who will give you an honest critique.
c) Close off all unused applications including internet browsers. Your device should
not be receiving calls and messages during this time, so ensure that such
applications are also switched off during the dedicated time.
d) Prepare to take notes and ask simple appropriate questions with a separate
device or notebook.
e) Test and ensure stable internet connection by minimising the use of it by other
devices. Recommended: if you do not have a strong wifi, your device should
be the only one using it, therefore switch off other devices.
f) Dress professionally and appropriately. Get your hair done, makeup, shave, etc.
Keep it simple.
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2. Your appearance
a) Choice of outfit - formal vs casual professional? Dressing for your audience shows
how much respect you have for them. Keep it simple: dress to impress, not to flirt.
• Since it’s an online session, don’t fuss about skirt, trousers and shoes, unless you
have to leave the session to go get something :).
• The choice of outfit all depends on your audience. For example: a first time
interview with an employer should require a business jacket with a tie versus an
internal company interview which would suffice with a polo and a sport jacket.
• For vloggers and presenters, being casual is okay however as stated before dressing for your audience shows how much respect you have for them.
• Check out our Pinterest link to see more: https://www.pinterest.com/
walkonwaterphotography/the-board-of-professionals/
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2. Your appearance (cont’d)
b) Choice of colours - stay neutral; recommended to stay away from pastel / earthy
colours, especially if your background environment is already pastel - it’s usually a
skin tone issue and most folks have a colour coordination issue when it comes to
matching our skin tones.
• It’s recommended that gray and navy-blue be your “go-to” colours and that you
use an accent piece e.g. tie, scarf, undershirt if you’re wearing a jacket that has
a simple contrasting colour like dark red, dark yellow, etc.
• Don’t blend into your background and environment, choose to contrast and
stand out from your surrounding space.
• Exceptions can be made for artists, musicians, etc who desire to stand out more.
Be cautious with that and confirm everything with a test video before you go live
or record.
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2. Your appearance (cont’d)
c) There’s an unattractive digital pattern seen in photos and videos caused by
fabric patterns, be cautious of this.
•“When taking pictures, you might have come across strange, rainbow patterns
in photographs that contain a lot of unattractive lines. These patterns are
known as moiré” - photographylife.com.
•This can be avoided altogether by using solid colours with no patterns. Floral
patterns are usable, but do a video test beforehand.
d) Hairstyle - Keep it simple.
e) Makeup - natural skin-tone colours. Look out for shine on your face from light
sources. Do a video test beforehand.

Watch out for Moiré

Be mindful of the clothing
you wear and fabric
patterns which create that
moiré effect in videos and
photography. Though not
very obvious in this image,
moiré can be distracting
especially when doing live
videos. Testing or
professional advice would
be recommended.
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3. Your choice of space
a) Whatever room or space you choose, be mindful of the appearance of your
surroundings and the level of distractions both visually and audibly.
•You may want to consider a wide frame camera image if you have a lovely
space and background, desk, bookshelf, framed pictures, etc.
•If your space is not as attractive as you’d prefer, simply choose to have a
narrow framed camera image focused mainly on you.
b) For a wider framed camera image, use what is called a landscape position for
your camera (position your device horizontal) and for a narrower tighter framed
image, use a portrait position (position your device vertical).
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3. Your choice of space (cont’d)
c) Feel free to add or take away items to make your space look more attractive.
You can also move around items to do so.
•For example having a bookshelf and / or props behind you would make a
lovely background.
•If you’re challenged in doing this, don’t worry, minimalism (using the least
number of items to no items at all) is sometimes the best way to go.
d) If you’re using items to help make your space around you look attractive, be
careful of using loud / harsh / strong colours that can distract your audience.
e) Feel free to even consider setting up a temporary backdrop using drapes,
props, etc.
•For example as a photographer, I sometimes use my tripods, screens, framed
images and even drapes as props and backdrops.
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4. Camera set up - your screen
Videos are not just about attaining technical correctness. Like it or not, how your
audience perceives you has a lot to do with emotional connection based on how
presentable your video and audio are. Poor lighting and poor audio equates to
an annoying and unappealing video.
a) If you have an attractive space aim for a wider framed shot / composition. For a
wider framed shot, use your device in the landscape or horizontal position.
b) For the wide shot keep your device a couple feet from you but ensure that it is
at a higher angle from your head facing down. If it is too close to you, a wide
angle can make your face and body look wider than you really are, so adjust
the distance until you feel comfortable with what you see.

Portrait position (narrow frame camera image) vs
landscape positions (wide frame camera image)

Landscape position
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4. Camera set up - your screen
(cont’d)
c) If you do not have an attractive space
or you’d like to keep the device focused
only on you, then aim for a narrow
framed shot / composition. To do this,
use your device in the portrait or vertical
position.
d) For the narrow shot, keep your device
within a foot from you and ensure that it
is at a higher angle from your head. If it is
too close it can make your head larger
than your shoulders and your ears will be
lost.

Portrait position
(narrow frame
camera image)
vs landscape
positions (wide
frame camera
image)

Portrait position
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4. Camera set up - your
screen (cont’d)
e) As stated before, videos are
not only about attaining
technical correctness. Other
basic ways to enhance you
video visually:• Framing for the subject
• Rule of 3rds
• Light sources - purpose
and position

Framing the Subject: Headspace
Head space

Head space

A good speaker desires his / her audience to
pay attention to them while they speak, so keep
your audience focused on your eyes and face.
To help with this, leave sufficient headspace
between your head and the camera frame; not
too much nor to little. The rule of 3rds help with
this.

Framing the Subject: Rule of 3rds
•

All devices with
a camera should
come with a grid
setup found
within its camera
settings. Make
sure to turn it on.
If you’re unable
to find it, use the
examples given
to guide you.

Framing the Subject: Rule of 3rds
•

The rule of thirds is
applied by aligning
a subject with the
guide lines and
their intersection
points, placing the
horizon on the top
or bottom line, or
allowing linear
features in the
image to flow from
section to section.

Framing the Subject: Rule of 3rds

Best practice would be to align a subject’s face,
preferably their eyes, with the top guide lines. As
seen in the landscape position, the subject
doesn’t have to be dead center, but can be
moved to the left or right 3rd for a more
aesthetic look. It also gives the necessary empty
space for text when needed.
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4. Camera set up - your light sources
a) Key lighting is your main light to for the main subject which is
either you or the product that you’re offering.
b) Accent lighting is your secondary lighting to separate you from
the background.
c) Most affordable light sources:
• Your bedroom, living room or study window with a soft white
curtain or blinds.
• Bright overhead light 50-100W.
• Lamps with cool lighting is good and lamps with warm lighting is
better. Warm lighting makes the mood more warm and friendly.
Having both together is best.
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4. Camera set up - your light sources
d) Lighting can be quite simple and affordable once done right, so
don’t be intimidated to invest in expensive lighting.
e) Recommendation for key lighting to light your subject:• One (1) large bulb 50-100watt on a lamp stand placed close
proximity behind or to the side of your device is sufficient. Move
closer or further to see what works best.
• One or two (1 or two) large bulbs 50-100watt on the ceiling a
few feet behind your device is sufficient. You don’t want the
light source directly above your head or device as this will
create unattractive shadows under your brows and nose. Move
closer or further to see what works best.
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4. Camera set up - your light sources
f) Recommendation for accent lighting to light your background
and to separate your subject from the background:• A simple house lamp or two (using warm bulbs) can be placed
behind you and can create a warm and friendly mood and
works great for skin tones. Move the lamp(s) around to gain a
creative look.
• For the Creatives (artists, vloggers, etc) using string lights in the
background can also be an attractive accent lighting.
• Accent lights can come in all forms and fashion, strip lights, spot
lights, candles, etc. Ensure that your lights can hold up for the
length of your video.

Affordable Single Light Set-Up

Key Light large cool
white 50watt
house bulb
behind white
fabric at 35deg

NB: This is a colour
corrected image.

Affordable Multiple Light Set-Up
Accent light
behind the
backdrop at the
back for warm
mood

Accent light small cool
100watt house
light with blue
gel

Key Light - large cool white
50watt house bulb behind
white fabric at 35deg

Accent light small cool
100watt house
light with red gel

NB: This is a RAW captured
image before colour
correction was added

Affordable Multiple Light Set-Up
Accent light
behind the
backdrop at the
back for warm
mood

Accent light small cool
100watt house
light with blue
gel

Key Light - large cool white
50watt house bulb behind
white fabric at 35deg

Accent light small cool
100watt house
light with red gel

NB: This is a colour
corrected image
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5. Microphone set up - audio sources
a) Your most affordable audio system is the one that comes with
your device. There’s no need to immediately invest in one once
your device’s mic is positioned properly.
• Confirm that your device is properly charged above 95%
before using.
• Keep your device plugged in unless you need to use the same
port for headphones.
• Using your headphones & mic headset is better for most online
sessions.
• Recording yourself to test and review yourself is recommended.
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5. Microphone set up - audio sources (cont’d)
b) To assist in getting better sound quality,
• Stay far from walls. Being to close to walls, especially concrete
or metal walls can cause echoing.
• If you’re using a professional microphone separate from your
device, it is wise to use foam or cardboard draped with fabric
to help eliminate echoing.
• If you’re using headphones with a mic, be wary that the mic
can and will rub on your clothing causing annoying sounds.
• To create more resonance in the sound of your voice, you can
place fabric directly behind your device, especially if you're
using the device’s built-in microphone directly.
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project, call
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